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Comenius University Bratislava

The Department of Library and Information Science at the Faculty of Arts 

-

in Slovakia. In addition to the pedagogical process, the Department is also an 

-

1200 graduates. 

As the department has long and rich history, it has undergone many changes 

• 

• The forms of the study and its length,

• 

• -

brary information systems, library management, historical book collec-
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the forming of the content of the study program. The Department of Library 

-

formation about the provided study program and suggestions to improve form 

and content of education for future information professionals. We performed 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• -

-

Modelling 

of the information environment of digital scholarship. It included all graduates 

mathematical statistics, synthesis and frequency analysis. The questionnaire 

-
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• 

the study,

• 

Information Science,

• -

• To get evaluation of the graduates of the LIS.

-

higher than the real possibilities. At this point it must be also said, that maybe 

Graph 1 Working during the study
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a current job

-

spondents used their professional skills outside the library - in the commercial 

-

mation systems, digitalization and retrieval systems on the positions as infor-

mation system consultant, programmer, bookseller, digitization assistant,… As 

LIS, most of them as assistants, sales persons, programmers, but also as rescue 
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Graph 4 

Employment after graduation is one of the most important criteria in the pro-

our graduates had no problem to employ. They found their job very quickly 

after graduation.
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-

at all.

-

-

-

Graph 6 First employers of respondents after graduation

-

mation science right after their graduation. Wide scope of study enables gradu-

• 

for acquisition, catalogization, reprographic service, evaluation and reg-

istration of scholar publications
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• 17 in commercial sector on positions focused on development and testing 

and manage database systems

• 

• 

archivists, and catalogers

• 

-

-

Graph 7 First and current employers of graduates

-

• 

• 

information specialist, library information system tester and designer, da-

tabase specialist
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• -

chivist, curator of digital objects, teacher

• 

-

ter, and editor.

2.3 Reasons for choosing the current job 

Multiple-choice questions in the survey brought information about preferences 

-

their opinion to this question. Each of them used at least a part of the profession-

• 

• cataloguing, 

• information retrieval, 

• design and management of databases and information systems, library 
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Graph 8 Knowledge, skills and experience of LIS used in the current job

Regarding soft skills, the respondents mentioned mainly analytical and criti-

websites

head of the secretariat, project manager, team designer, librarian, development 

cataloging

information retrieval

helpdesk analysts, HR managers, and junior managers.

Database 

operational administrators, technicians, managers, librarians, sales-persons, 

business specialists, and bank coordinators. 

information systems

also database systems.
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3.2 Evalutaion of the LIS regarding the employability 

-

3.3 Competitive advantage of graduates of LIS 

The feedback from respondents about their competitive advantage in compar-

-

-

-

-

-
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tive advantage the fact, that the LIS is an uncommon discipline. It gives them 

as a competitive advantage their soft skills and individual competences, prac-

tice and foreign languages. 

3.4 Feedback on LIS 

-

-

Graph 10 Missed topics in LIS
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For the further development and modernization of LIS, the survey brought in-

quarters of them found their job in 3-month period after graduation. Every sec-

and information specialist, library information system tester, designer or data-

base specialist.

organization and database management.

the education content according to requirements and needs of the current prac-

tice. Some suggestions of graduates, e.g. project management, data analysis 

suggestions concerned incorporating more practice and project learning to the 

-

preparation of information professionals during the study must be continuously 
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-

 2. 8. 434-437. 

knihovníctva. Ikaros 15. -

kolskeho-studi

The Department of Library and Information Science at the Faculty of Arts 

-

-

information retrieval, design and management of databases and information 

systems. Besides of these hard skills, they are required to have soft skills, such 


